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In Feng Shui, your own energy is at the centre of 8 life areas,
represented by elements, colours and shapes: FINANCE (wood,
purple, rectangle); FAMILY (wood, greens/blues, rectangle);
KNOWLEDGE (earth, dark blue, square); RENOWN (fire, red,
triangle); LOVE (earth, pink, square); CHILDREN (metal, white,
circle); CAREER (water, black, wavey); SUPPORT NETWORK
(metal, grey, circle); with your health in the middle (earth,
browns/orange/yellow, square)*. Use these to improve the
natural order around you and, simultaneously, in your life.

INTRODUCTION

Look inwards from your
front door and imagine
you're at the bottom-

centre of a square. Add
a mirror to any 'missing'
sides (e.g. a flat wall to

your right).

GETTING STARTED

Identify a life area
needing work. Add an
object in the related
element, colour and

shape to the corner of
your bedroom furthest

from the door. 

Remove fake/dead
plants and pot pourri,
replacing them with
healthy green plants
(non-spiky). Sort out
any blockages in the

plumbing too!

In each room, spend
the majority of your
time furthest from

the door, not in direct
line to it, but with a

clear line of sight (e.g.
on a diagonal).

TIPS
When arranging 

furniture, use a Bagua map
transposed onto the floorplan

of your home, office space, etc.,
or be guided by the wisdom of

your own intuition, getting a
feel for what's natural. Note: if
you struggle with a particular

colour, perhaps an area of 
your life needs 

attention.

Feng Shui is based around the principle 
that a harmonious living space brings peace 

and prosperity to the people within it. This
involves organising the environment in the most
natural way, to balance energies and connect to
the rhythms of nature. It's also considered that
the elements (water, earth, fire, wood, metal)

spiritually map to areas of the body and, as such,
can aid our health and wellbeing.

 
Dating back thousands of years, Feng Shui is a

Chinese geomantic method (geo-graphical
divination) of many layers and much symbolism.

There are consultants trained in the practice,
although the below easy steps 

can help you begin.

Make it a personal commitment:

By Frances McGonigle, DHP Acc.Hyp

*Look up further properties and details.


